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Andersen Slim Sectional
Rodolfo Dordoni

DESCRIPTION
Andersen seems to float above the floor! Thanks to
the slight inclination of the seat and the inviting
softness of its cushions, it provides the utmost in
comfort. These qualities of restrained elegance
make Andersen the ideal marriage of design and
classic perfection, ready to infuse a room with
modern, minimal-chic sophistication.

FEATURES
upholstery available in a range of fabrics
and leathers
slender, elegant feet in pewter-colored
finish, an exclusive Minotti studio shade
available with quilted seat cushions
armchair, ottoman and bench also available

Andersen Slim 103 features slimmer armrests
placed at the same height as the seat back, and is
crafted to accommodate any number of cushions
placed to suit the whims of need or fancy. Out of
seeming chaos arise free-form arrangements of
striking effect. With its raised base and feet in
pressure-cast aluminum with pewter-colored finish
and a single bench-seat cushion, Andersen Slim
103 offers graceful lines and spare dimensions for a
visually light and comfortable effect.
Andersen Slim sofas are also available in a version
with seat depth trimmed to 90cm. This detail, along
with the slim armrest, makes it possible to craft
smaller pieces suited to lounges, waiting rooms,
corporate offices and suites. Andersen Slim 90
features a single, smooth seat cushion; while the
Andersen Slim 90 Quilt has the seat seat cushion
embellished with a lightly quilted motif. Both are
available only with the raised frame

DIMENSIONS
available in a wide range of dimensions and
configurations, including custom sizes and
configurations to suit the requirements of any space
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